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telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3161 

Intent-based network management and orchestration for network slicing in 

IMT-2020 networks and beyond 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation describes intent-based network management and orchestration for network 

slicing in IMT-2020 networks and beyond. This Recommendation covers, but is not limited to, the 

following items: 

• Requirements of intent-based network management and orchestration for network slicing in 

IMT-2020 networks and beyond; 

• The architecture of intent-based network management and orchestration for network slicing 

in IMT-2020 networks and beyond; 

• Representative mechanism of intent-based network management and orchestration for 

network slicing in IMT-2020 networks and beyond; 

• Procedures of intent-based network management and orchestration for network slicing in 

IMT-2020 networks and beyond. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T Y.3159] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3159 (2023), Framework for classifying network 

slice level in future networks including IMT-2020. 

[ITU-T Y.3160] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3160 (2023), Architectural framework of end-to-

end service level objective guarantee for future networks including IMT-2020. 

[ITU-T Y.3325] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3325 (2023), Framework for high-level AI-based 

management communicating with external management systems. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 artificial intelligence (AI) [b-ITU-T E.749.13]: An interdisciplinary field, usually regarded 

as a branch of computer science, dealing with models and systems for the performance of functions 

generally associated with human intelligence, such as reasoning and learning. 

3.1.2 intent [b-3GPP TS 28.312]: A formal specification of all expectations including 

requirements, goals and constraints given to a telecom system, without specifying how to achieve 

them. 

3.1.3 network slice [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: A logical network that provides specific network 

capabilities and network characteristics. 
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NOTE 1 – Network slices enable the creation of customized networks to provide flexible solutions for different 

market scenarios which have diverse requirements, with respect to functionalities, performance and resource 

allocation. 

NOTE 2 – A network slice may have the ability to expose its capabilities. 

NOTE 3 – The behaviour of a network slice is realized via network slice instance(s). 

3.1.4 network slice instance [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: An instance of network slice, which is created 

based on network slice blueprint. 

NOTE 1 – A network slice instance is composed of a set of managed run-time network functions, and 

physical/logical/virtual resources to run these network functions, forming a complete instantiated logical 

network to meet certain network characteristics required by the service instance(s). 

NOTE 2 – A network slice instance may also be shared across multiple service instances provided by the 

network operator. A network slice instance may be composed of none, one or more subnetwork slice instances 

which may be shared with another network slice instance. 

3.1.5 IMT-2020 [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: Systems, system components, and related technologies that 

provide far more enhanced capabilities than those described in [b-ITU-R M.1645]. 

3.1.6 network function [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, a processing function in 

a network. 

NOTE 1 – Network functions include but are not limited to network node functionalities, e.g., session 

management, mobility management and transport functions, whose functional behaviour and interfaces are 

defined. 

NOTE 2 – Network functions can be implemented on a dedicated hardware or as virtualized software functions. 

NOTE 3 – Network functions are not regarded as resources, but rather any network functions can be 

instantiated using the resources. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

None. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

IBN  Intent-Based Networking 

IBNMO Intent-Based Network Management and Orchestration 

KPI  Key Performance Indicator 

NSI  Network Slice Instance 

QoE  Quality of Experience 

SLA  Service Level Agreement 

5 Conventions 

In this Recommendation: 

The keywords "is required to" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from which 

no deviation is permitted, if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed. 

The keywords "is recommended" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not 

absolutely required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim conformance. 
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6 Overview 

An intent-based network (IBN) is an emerging technology concept that aims to apply a deeper level 

of intelligence and intended state insights to networking. It allows administrators to specify slice 

customers' requirements by using business-level intent, a high-level abstraction of "what to do", rather 

than specifying the low-level details of "how to do". IBN can translate users' intents into suitable 

network configurations to deploy resources on underlying network infrastructure. Meanwhile, it can 

also continuously verify the consistency between the network execution strategy effect and the 

original intent through real-time monitoring of network status and optimize the allocation of network 

resources when users' intents are not satisfied. 

Therefore, introducing the technical concept of IBN into the management and orchestration for 

network slicing can be a promising solution to improve the efficiency and flexibility of network slice 

management. Figure 6-1 shows an overview of intent-based network management and orchestration 

(IBNMO) for network slicing. By using AI and other technologies, IBNMO translates users' slice 

requirements into network configuration parameters and automatically executes resource 

orchestration. IBNMO can perceive user experience and network slice's performance based on real-

time network status and dynamically optimize network slice configuration to ensure that users' intents 

can be satisfied during the whole lifecycle of network slices, while reducing operation and 

maintenance expenses. 

 

Figure 6-1 ‒ An overview of intent-based network management and  

orchestration for network slicing 

7 Requirements of intent-based network management and orchestration for network 

slicing in IMT-2020 networks and beyond 

7.1 Requirements for intent translation 

[REQ-IT-1]: IBNMO is required to support slice customers to input high-level business intents which 

may be the form of non-specific information. 

[REQ-IT-2]: IBNMO is required to analyse the customers' business intents to identify and eliminate 

semantic ambiguities and conflicts. 

[REQ-IT-3]: IBNMO is required to build a mapping between customers' intents and network slice 

attributes based on present and historical data. 

NOTE ‒ Data contains network status and the feedback from the network after translation and corresponding 

configurations. 

[REQ-IT-4]: IBNMO is required to translate high-level business intents into concrete network 

configuration parameters through AI technologies. 
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7.2 Requirements for configuration verification 

[REQ-CV-1]: IBNMO is required to verify the feasibility of the current network configuration 

parameters to cover the slice customers' requests, mainly considering the availability of resources, 

the conflict of policies and the correctness of policies. 

[REQ-CV-2]: IBNMO is required to optimize the network configuration parameters if slice 

customers' intents cannot be realized. 

[REQ-CV-3]: IBNMO is required to analyse if the newly created or updated network slices will affect 

the operation of the existing network slices. 

[REQ-CV-4]: IBNMO is required to evaluate the priority, urgency and estimated deployment time of 

network slices before deployment. 

7.3 Requirements for autoconfiguration 

[REQ-AC-1]: IBNMO is required to establish and maintain a network slice template repository which 

consists of various types of slice templates for various business intents. 

[REQ-AC-2]: IBNMO is required to search the matching network slice templates according to the 

configuration parameters. 

[REQ-AC-3]: IBNMO is required to update the configuration parameters of the existing network slice 

templates or create a new network slice template according to the business intents. 

[REQ-AC-4]: IBNMO is required to dynamically adjust the network slicing configuration according 

to the current traffic load of network slices. 

[REQ-AC-5]: IBNMO is required to release the network configuration resources when the lifecycle 

of some customers' intents ends; the corresponding released resources can be used and optimized for 

other intents. 

7.4 Requirement for intent verification 

[REQ-IV-1]: IBNMO is required to monitor the real-time operation status of a network slice instance 

(NSI) and collect network slice information such as network slice QoE and key performance indicator 

(KPI). 

[REQ-IV-2]: IBNMO is required to analyse collected network information and verify the consistency 

between NSI's operation status and the original intent. 

[REQ-IV-3]: IBNMO is required to adjust network slice configuration parameters when the slice 

customer's intent is not satisfied after the intent verification. 

[REQ-IV-4]: IBNMO is required to predict whether customers' intents can be satisfied in a pre-

configured period (e.g., 5 minutes later) under the current network configuration based on real-time 

data, and generate new configuration parameters if the customers' intents are not satisfied in a pre-

configured period. 

[REQ-IV-5]: IBNMO is required to adjust the network configuration parameters according to the 

present utilization situation of network resources without affecting existing network slices based on 

customers' intents. 
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8 Architecture of intent-based network management and orchestration for network 

slicing in IMT-2020 networks and beyond 

 

Figure 8-1 – The architectural framework of intent-based network management and 

orchestration for network slicing 

Intention input: This is provided as a form of a portal service for end users. It is the first step in the 

realization of user intent. Intent is a managed object, and has its management operations, e.g., user's 

request to create an intent, update an intent, query an intent, delete an intent and subscription to intent 

report. 

Intention translation: This abstracts the specific network performance requirements, such as 

bandwidth, latency and jitter from intention input and convert intent into network configuration 

parameters by AI technologies or according to the pre-configured templates. 

Configuration verification: It is to verify the configuration by using the digital twin network or in 

the actual operating network environment. Through the simulation or the feedback from actual 

configuration, some abnormal problems based on the configuration can be found such as address 

conflicts, routing loops and unreachable routes. 

Automated configuration: It is to automatically set the network configuration to IMT-2020 network 

infrastructure for execution after the configuration verification has been completed. 

Network status awareness: It obtains the information of network status from IMT-2020 network 

infrastructure through information collection technologies (e.g., telemetry technology). The status 

includes device status, link status, service types and traffic status. The timeliness and 

comprehensiveness of the collected data is the key to the accuracy and completeness of the 

configuration verification. 
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Intention verification: This verifies in real time whether the final result of the user's intent in the 

IMT-2020 network infrastructure is satisfied, and predicts whether the user's intent can be satisfied 

in the future through AI/machine learning algorithms. It also detects the potential faults and their 

causes in advance based on network slice status, and executes configuration optimization. 

Automated repair: This is conducted based on the results of intention verification to diagnose and 

analyse intent conflicts or existing network faults and to quickly delimit and locate the fault points. 

This function automatically repairs or assists network managers to repair the fault. 

Intent report: This obtains the requirements of intent users, generates intent reports and responds 

with the intent reports to the intent users, allowing them to be notified of the intent handling state and 

intention verification result.  

Intent-slice repository: This is to store the knowledge between intent and slice management, by 

extracting the knowledge from the intent handling processes, such as intention translation, intention 

verification and automated repair. 

Monitoring portal: This is to monitor the operation status of users' intent. 

IMT-2020 network infrastructure: This is resources for realizing users' intent including network 

resources, storage resources, computing resources and security resources. 

9 Representative mechanism of intent-based network management and orchestration 

for network slicing 

9.1 General description 

The IBNMO for network slicing shall allow the network slice consumer to invoke the network 

resources through the use of intents. The representative mechanism shall support the capabilities for 

the multi-intention management of network slice, intent-based verification, IBN measurement and 

feasibility check of the intents. 

9.2 Method for multi-intention of network slice creation/modification 

When the intention input receives the intentions for network slice creation/modification from multiple 

network slice customers, the multiple intentions need to be prioritized first to avoid the resource 

conflicts caused by network slice creation/modification. 
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Figure 9-1 – High-level method of multi-intention of network  

slice creation/modification 

In the intention input, the intentions for network slice creation/modification are first prioritized after 

the intention collection has received the intentions from network slice customers. The prioritization 

of the intentions is based on the four steps from 1) to 4) to be judged in turn: 

1) First, determine whether they are the intentions of multiple network slice customers, if yes, 

perform this judgement, if no, turn to the second judgement. To prioritize the intentions of 

slicing customers according to the SLA requirements, which means the network slice 

customers signed with network slice providers. The intentions of network slice customers 

with high SLA requirements have high priority to create/modify the network slices. Obtain 

the prioritization result, and perform the next priority judgement. 

2) The second judgement is based on step 1, determining whether they are the intentions of 

multiple network slices from a network slice customer; if yes, perform this judgement, if no, 

turn to the third judgement. For one network slice customer to create/modify multiple 

network slices, this needs to be created/modified according to the network slice level defined 

in [ITU-T Y.3159]. The intentions of network slices with a high network slice level have 

high priority to create/modify. Obtain the prioritization result, and perform the next priority 

judgement. If there is only one network slice, proceed to the next stage of judgement. 

3) The third judgement is based on step 2, determining whether they are the intentions of 

multiple attributes of a single network slice; if yes, perform this judgement, if no, turn to the 

last judgement. To prioritize the intentions of attributes of a network slice, according to 

service requirements (for example, priority guarantee for services with lower latency 

requirements, and high isolation requirements) obtain the prioritization result, and perform 

the next priority judgement. 
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4) The last judgement is based on the result of step 3 to determine whether it is the intention of 

the attribute of the closed-loop feedback; if yes, perform this judgement, if no, close the 

judgement. While collecting intents for network slicing customers, if a certain attribute in the 

feedback information which may include the feedback value of the attribute has been created 

and judged, this attribute will be preferentially configured according to the feedback 

information. 

After the four judgements, the intentions of network slice creation/modification are passed to the 

intention translation function, converting the intentions into the configuration of the network slices, 

and then performing the configuration verification. After successful verification in IBNMO, the 

configuration can be performed. 

9.3 Method for intent-based verification 

When the intention input receives the intentions for network slice creation/modification from the 

network slice customers, these intentions will be translated to the specific network configuration 

parameters (e.g., KPIs), and break down from the slice management and orchestration (M&O) to the 

subdomain M&O, including the access network domain M&O, transport network domain M&O and 

core network domain M&O [ITU-T Y.3160]. To guarantee the service experience of network slice 

customers, the slice M&O needs to verify the configuration information before execution. The 

following method is taking the latency as an example to perform the verification when the network 

slice customers intend to create/modify the network slice. 

 

Figure 9-2 – An example of intent-based verification 

(1) The intention input receives the intentions to create/modify the network slice from the 

network slice customers. 
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(2) The intent translation function converts the intent input performance indicators into network 

configuration parameters; the main configuration information can be divided into network slice 

requirement information and network slice requirement QoE information [ITU-T Y.3160]: 

– Network slice requirement information can be network function (NF) performance 

measurement data, fault supervision data, network QoS data, etc. 

– Network slice QoE requirement information can be network coverage area, number of 

subscribers and customer satisfaction. 

(3) Intention translation sends the network configuration parameters to the slice M&O with 

AI-assisted analysis and performs policy validation requests. 

(4) The configuration of the metrics is executed in slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis (e.g., it 

can be executed by the digital twin network or the network model platform) slice M&O with AI-

assisted analysis generates the configuration and assigns to each network domain M&O, including 

the access network domain M&O, transport network domain M&O and core network domain M&O. 

(5/6) Pass configuration parameter information to the configuration verification function, through 

the simulation and/or actual configuration on the actual network operation, to find some abnormal 

problems in the configuration, such as delay unsatisfied, address conflicts, routing loops or route 

unreachable. For example, the delay indicator is compared and judged by each domain's real-time 

measurement value or model calculation value to calculate whether the total delay can meet the user's 

demand. 

(7a) Based on the configuration verification results, the slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis 

adjusts the configuration policy (e.g., upload/download capacity, jitter, maximum latency, network 

availability and other parameters dedicated to specific service requirements). The requirements are 

met and the configuration is sent down automatically to the network infrastructure through a standard 

configuration interface to create network slices for users. 

(7b) After the real-time verification that the final result of the users' intent execution in the 

network infrastructure is not met, revert to the intent translation to adjust the parameters (indicating 

that the end-to-end network environment can meet the network slice creation requirements and 

readjust the method of assigning each domain metric for verification and distribution). 

(7c) After the real-time verification, the final result of the users' intent executed in the network 

infrastructure is met, but the requirements are not met; adjust the users' intent (indicating that the 

IMT-2020 network environment cannot meet the network slice creation requirements, then readjust 

the intent). 

9.4 Method for intent-based network measurement 

When the intention input receives the intentions for network slice creation/modification, the network 

measurement needs to be performed automatically to be aware of the network status and ensure the 

accuracy of the configuration verification. Therefore, a flexible network measurement strategy is 

needed to meet the measurement requirements while reducing the resource usage. 

Firstly, a high quality threshold and a low quality threshold are introduced to determine whether the 

current network and services can be normal. For example, a service requires a network latency of 

10 milliseconds, and the average latency is 5 milliseconds when the network is running properly, 

which can meet the service requirement. In this case, the high quality threshold is set to 5 

milliseconds, and the low quality threshold is set to 10 milliseconds. 

There are three scenarios: 

1) When the network indicator is better than the high quality threshold, the network is normal 

and services are running normally. Given the above example, when the network latency is 

less than 5 ms, both the service and the network are normal. 
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2) When the network indicator is between the high quality threshold and the low quality 

threshold, the network is abnormal, but the service can still run normally with a certain 

tolerance. When the network latency fluctuates, for example, reaching 8 ms, which exceeds 

the average latency of normal network operation but is less than the 10 ms required by the 

service, the network is abnormal but the service is normal. 

3) When the network indicator is worse than the low quality threshold, the network is abnormal 

and services cannot run normally. For instance, when the network latency is larger than 10ms, 

the service is abnormal. 

After the real-time network indicator is obtained, it can be compared with these two thresholds and 

different network measurement strategies are adopted. The strategies are as follows: 

1) When the real-time network indicator is worse than the low quality threshold, the finest-

grained measurement scheme is adopted, for example, the telemetry rate is the highest, and 

the device logs, status and alarm information of the whole network are extracted. 

2) When the real-time network indicator is better than the low threshold but worse than the high 

threshold, a measurement scheme of medium granularity is adopted; for example, the 

telemetry rate is in medium, and a certain proportion of device logs and status information 

are extracted. 

3) When the real-time network indicator is better than the high quality threshold, a coarse-

grained measurement scheme is used, for example, the telemetry rate is low, and the status 

information of key node equipment is extracted. 

Different measurement granularity corresponds to different measurement rates, such as the telemetry 

rate, active measurement packet sending frequency and passive measurement sampling ratio. The 

measurement rates for different granularities can be linearly increasing or fixed. 

9.5 Method for feasibility check 

When a network slice customer sends a request to the intention input to create an intent of network 

slice creation/modification, the intention input needs to provide intent management service (e.g., the 

creation of an intent instance). In order to reduce the costs and risks of intent execution, the intention 

input needs to perform feasibility checks of the intent first and then determine whether to create an 

intent instance according to the results of the checks. It is recommended that the customer be notified 

of these preliminary check results so that the customer can obtain an appropriate response to the 

request. 

1) Firstly, a network slice customer sends a request to create an intent of network slice 

creation/modification to the intention input. In addition to the intent, this request needs to 

include some additional attributes to indicate that the intent can be preliminarily checked and 

the results obtained. 

2) Then, when the intention input receives the request, it will determine the value of these 

additional attributes. One attribute is related to feasibility or maliciousness. The intention 

input will determine whether the received intent is malicious or not and feasible or not by 

assessing the intent preliminarily. For example, if the intention to create a network slice will 

have a negative impact on the operator network, then the intent can be considered malicious 

by IBNMO. Otherwise, the intent is not considered malicious. If the intention to create a 

network slice is within the service capability of the network, then the intent can be considered 

feasible, otherwise, the intent is not considered feasible. 

3) After the preliminary judgement, if the intent is judged to be non-malicious and feasible, the 

intention input will determine the value of the attribute to be non-malicious and feasible and 

then consider creating an intent instance. If the intent is judged to be malicious or infeasible, 

this intent will not be executed. The intention input will also send a response to the network 

slice customer containing the checking results. 
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4) Considering multiple intents, another attribute is related to the relationship between intents. 

The intent input will determine whether the intent is related to the existing intents in the 

intent-slice repository by querying the repository. The following relationships are included: 

– Equal: if the requested intent is equal to an intent in the intent-slice repository, then the 

new intent can directly use the execution policy of the equivalent intent, e.g., the same 

network slice template. 

– Inheritance: if the goal or requirement of the requested intent is smaller than an existing 

intent in the intent-slice repository, then the new intent inherits from the existing intent. 

A part of the policy of the existing intents can be adopted. 

– Conflict: if the requested intent is in conflict with an intent, the policy of existing intents 

can be adjusted; refer to the method in clause 9.2. 

– Correlation: if the requirements or goals of the requested intent are similar to an intent in 

the intent-slice repository, then the new intent and the existing intent are related. The 

policy of relevant intents can be adjusted and then adopted. 

– Non-related: if the requested intent is not related to the intents in the intent-slice 

repository, the intent input passes this new intent to the intent translator to generate a 

new policy. 

5) Based on the query results, the intention input can determine the value of the relational 

attribute and help quickly generate the intent execution policy. In addition, after the intent is 

executed and validated, the intent and its corresponding policy will be stored in the intent-

slice repository. 

10 Intent-based network slice lifecycle management 

10.1 General description of intent-based network slice lifecycle management 

10.1.1 Intent management operation 

IBNMO can manage network slice service by the following intent management operations from the 

intent users' request: 

– Create an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to create a new intent. 

– Update an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to update an existing intent (e.g., 

intent expectations). 

– Activate an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to activate an intent. 

– De-activate an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to de-activate an intent. 

– Query an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to be notified the of the intent 

handling state. 

– Subscribe to intent report: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to subscribe to the 

intent report. 

– Delete an intent: an intent user sends the request to IBNMO to remove an intent. 

10.1.2 Intent management state 

Once receiving the intent request from the intent users, IBNMO needs to perform the corresponding 

management operations to handle the intents and give the feedback of intent management states to 

the intent users. Figure 10-1 illustrates the lifecycle management states of an intent as follows: 
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Figure 10-1 – Lifecycle management states of an intent 

To achieve intent-based slicing life cycle management, the intent management state is described in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 – Intent management state 

Intent management state  Intent management state description 

Received This is the initial handling state of an intent and IBNMO will do the 

following operations according to the request of intent management 

operations. 

Translated This state is handled when the request is about the creation and update 

of an intent, and network slice template is selected or designed when 

an intent is in this state. 

Verified  This state is handled when the creation/update request of an intent is 

translated successfully. 

Autoconfigured This intent is in this state after verifying the intent and then the 

corresponding NSI is created and configured. 

Auto-executed This intent is in this state when IBNMO receives the request to activate 

an intent and then the corresponding NSI is activated. 

Monitored This intent is in this state when an intent and its NSI is activated and in 

operation. 

Autorepaired This intent is in this state when IBNMO needs to deal with the intent 

conflicts, degraded network slice quality and network faults. 

De-activated This intent is in this state when IBNMO receives the request to de-

activate an intent and then the corresponding NSI is de-activated. 

Terminated This intent is in this state when IBNMO receives the request to delete 

an intent and then the corresponding NSI is terminated. 

IBNMO receives an intent management operation request sent by intention input from the network 

slice customer, and parses the intent management operation request, determines the target intent 

handling states based on which to process the intent and the NSI corresponding to the intent. The 

target intent handling states are the intent lifecycle management states, and each state in the intent 

lifecycle management states corresponds to the different lifecycle management states of the NSI. 
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IBNMO sends the response of the intent management operation request to the network slice customer, 

including the processing result of the intent and the NSI. 

10.2 Procedures of intent-based network slice lifecycle management 

10.2.1 Procedure for creating a new intent or updating an existing intent 

Figure 10-2 illustrates the procedure for creating a new intent or updating an existing intent. 

 

Figure 10-2 – Procedure for creating a new intent or updating an existing intent 

(1) Intention input from slice customer sends a request to create an intent or update an existing 

intent to IBNMO. 

(2) Once IBNMO receives the request, the intent translation function in IBNMO is supposed to 

translate the creation/update intent input into the creation/update network slice configuration based 

on the knowledge from the intent-slice repository, or predefined configuration rules or policies. 

(3) The intention translation function sends the creation/update intent and its network slice 

configuration requirements after translation to the configuration verification function. 

(4) The configuration verification function performs the creation/update network slice 

configuration verification for the intent. 

(5) After that, the configuration verification function sends the intent verification result to the 

slice management and orchestration with AI-assisted analysis. 

(6) Slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis creates or updates the NSI based on the intent request. 

(7) IBNMO sends the response to the intent user to indicate whether the creation or update has 

been successful. 
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10.2.2 Procedure for activating an intent 

Figure 10-3 illustrates the procedure for activating an intent. 

 

Figure 10-3 – Procedure for activating an intent 

(1) Intention input from slice customer sends a request to activate an intent to IBNMO. 

(2) Once IBNMO receives the request, the slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis is supposed to 

activate the NSI that has been created for the intent. 

(3) Slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis sends the monitoring and awareness of the status of the 

intent NSI to the intent verification function. 

(4) The intention verification function performs the intent fulfilment verification. 

(5) After that, the intention verification function sends the intent verification result to the slice 

M&O with AI-assisted analysis. 

(6) Slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis optimizes the NSI for the intent to fulfil the intent goals 

and requirements. 

(7) IBNMO sends the response to the intent user to indicate whether the activation has been 

successful. 

10.2.3 Procedure for querying an intent 

Figure 10-4 illustrates the procedure for querying an intent. 
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Figure 10-4 – Procedure for querying an intent 

(1) Intention input from slice customer sends a request to query an intent. 

(2) IBNMO receives the request and query the intent handling states and intent fulfilment. 

(3) IBNMO sends the response to the intent user for notifying the query results. 

10.2.4 Procedure for subscribing to an intent report 

Figure 10-5 illustrates the procedure for subscribing to an intent report. 

 

Figure 10-5 – Procedure for subscribing to an intent report 

(1) Intention input from slice customer sends a request to subscribe to an intent report for an 

intent. 

(2) The intent report function in IBNMO parses the intent report request and obtains the 

customer's intent requirements for the intent report, which include: SLA requirements and network 

measurement data requirements obtained based on the customer's intent expression, or SLA 

requirements obtained by translation of the intention input. 

(3) The intent report function analyses and identifies the source of information for the intent 

report based on the customer's intent requirements. The source of information for intent report comes 

from network status awareness function and slice M&O with AI-assisted analysis, which include: 
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SLA metrics monitoring based on SLA requirements, and/or multimedia information determined by 

network status measurement data. 

NOTE ‒ Multimedia information is generated by using the analysis and prediction capabilities of the slice 

M&O with AI-assisted analysis and other related collected monitoring data for chart processing and display. 

(4) The intent report function generates the intent report based on the source of information for 

it. 

(5) The intent report function responds the intent report to the intent users. 

10.2.5 Procedure for de-activating or deleting an intent 

Figure 10-6 illustrates the procedure for de-activating or deleting an intent. 

 

Figure 10-6 – Procedure for de-activating or deleing an intent 

(1) Intention input from the slice customer sends a request to de-activate or delete an intent to 

IBNMO. 

(2) IBNMO checks the NSI for the intent and de-activates or terminates the NSI for the intent. 

If it terminates the NSI it will then delete the intent configuration context. 

(3) IBNMO sends a response to the intent user to indicate whether the de-activation or deletion 

has been successful. 

11 Security considerations 

The IMT-2020 network is subject to security and privacy measures. Sensitive information should be 

protected as a high priority in order to avoid leaking and unauthorized access. The security 

requirements are based on [b-ITU-T Y.3111] and [b-ITU-T Y.2701]. The reference model and 

interfaces for exchanging information between network slice customers and the capability exposure 

can be followed by [ITU-T Y.3325]. 
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